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BIG IDEAS in ELECTRICITY

Electrical charge is one of the fundamental properties of matter.
There are two kinds of electrical charges: like charges repel, unlike charge
Usually only electrons move when an object becomes electrically charged.
An electric current is made of moving electrical charges.
Every electrical circuit has three parts: a source, a complete circuit, and a load.
The movement of electrons generates heat.
The movement of electrons in a circuit is like a flow of water through a pipe.
The amount of energy used by any household appliance depends on its power-rating and how

long it is used. lt is measured in kilowatt-hours.
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l, ln W¡th STATIC ELECTRICITY I cAN...
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object can become electrically charged
nt of protons, neutrons and electrons in an object when it is charged
electrical forçe between two objects can be increased

W¡th CURRENT ELECTRICITY I CAN...

Distinguish between:
petefitr'nerqre*-*inetisenergf-
static electricity & current electricity
conventional current & electron flow

¿péries & parallel circuits

Describe:

,.how 
a battery converts chemical energy into electrical energy

electrons.
ompare series and parallel circuits involving varying resistances, voltages, and curre

u nt ofthe sepãlätion of charge and the moveme



Define:

¡øleclrical sou rce, electribl load

lélectric current --> carriages per second

¡¡ollage --> jewels gained or loss per carriage

7;esistance --> how hard it is to get the carriages through
"rQnm's Law --> R = V/l

Draw:

¡,ølícuildiagrams for series & parallel circuits

Differentiate between series & parallel circuits in terms of :

þe current through each resistor
,rtñe overall current from the source
,t6e voltage drops across each resistor
ttñe voltage increase across the source

¡lle overall resistance of the circuit

W¡th ELECTRICAL ENERGY I CAN...

Define:
Ø(eclrical energy and electrical power

Calculate
,/íne electrical power of various household devices (this is a lie!)

l¿lhe energy consumption of various household devices
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